August 3, 2016

**Governments Permits Medicare HMO Enrollments Without Consent**

Here’s a shocker. The federal government is letting managed care companies enroll new senior citizens into Medicare Advantage HMOs without their consent. This means fewer choices and restrictive networks. The government’s refusal to share any information on how many insurers have received permission to do this underscores how sneaky this secret HMO enrollment operation is.

One woman enrolled herself in traditional Medicare but got a hospital bill for $16,000 because her insurer had enrolled her in a Medicare Advantage HMO that did not include her hospital. She successfully demanded she be dis-enrolled and Medicare eventually paid her bill. This illegal scheme should be shut down. Please watch out for it.
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_The Health Freedom Minute is now heard in 47 states: Mornings M-Th at AM1280 (The Patriot) in MN and 91.5 AM WHKC (FreedomFM) in OH, afternoons on American Family Radio, and daily on the CSN network and Bott Radio Network._